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About This Game

Run through various stores as an angry customer smashing boxes and other products while avoiding workers as long as you can!
Unlock new levels and cosmetic upgrades by causing as much damage as possible.

- 5 cosmetic upgrades to upgrade your looks
- 4 Unique levels to explore and destroy
- 5 Different weapons to find and use

- More everything coming soon!

"Clean up on isle 5" - An Employee

If you have ever worked in retail your worst nightmare is some pesky customer coming in and ruining your perfectly
straightened shelves, well now is your chance to be that pesky customer and even be rewarded for it! In every level you can find
each of the 4 weapons and your goal is to cause as much damage as possible before, either being taken out by the endless waves
of relentless workers or make your escape in the exit car. You can then use the money gained from causeing damage to purchase

new looks for each of the 4 weapons!
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Simple Graphix Simulator. made me NUTT. its good and short, and its free so no complaining here. So far, I am not impressed.
The "tutorial" isn't... "You would be more energetic if you had a home..." Can't build a house from blackberries... Hmmm... I
feel so enlightened now. Oh, I have to leave this island... Ok... Next... Make a spear, ok... Catch 3 fish... One, two, WTH? I can't
catch a third... Maybe I will try again later once I have a little coffee and get a little more patience.

[Note to Devs. Simply saying "Do this, do that" isn't a tutorial. So far you haven't explained anything. Like why I could catch the
first two fish but then not the third. No explanation, just click (nothing happens)]. Awesome Story !
with a lot of endings
what would you do if your clone comes up to your house claiming he\/she is you? well this game is all bout that XD
the creepy soundtrack is a cherry on top :D

i would recommend it to 100% visual novel fans
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It is not working. It is clearly a monolog. I need to feed this machine for its convinient answers. But i still like the nice idea of
this little experiment.. Educational, relaxing tour of the ship.. An interesting management of rogue likes. This game won't be for
everyone, as the confusing UI and needed micromanagement plays a big part of it, and it's difficult even for roguelikes.

However, character customization is a big key and allows for a lot of customization, and offs an interesting art style. Really, the
class customization is the big draw here.

It's something to get if you're really struggling to find a good rogue like, to at least try out.

Some initial first impressions here: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=m-ail1D9mv4.
\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f\ud83c\udf1f. Pros:
+It's pretty
+It's fairly relaxing
+It's cheap af (if you buy it on sale, which is the only time you should even consider buying it)
+Trading cards

Cons:
-The game is SHORT (a casual player will be able to 100% the game in about 30 minutes)
-No achievements, so it's terrible length isn't even justifiable for an easy 100%
-The physics are weird (as others have said, you can make the same move a hundred times and get a different outcome
each time). The game feels like it's 60% skill, 40% luck.. which makes it feel unrewarding.
-The game doesn't track your completion stats (so, if you wanted to try and complete every one of the 75 levels in a
single move.. you've got no way of proving you did that ~ because the game just shows what levels you've unlocked, and
nothing else)
-Absolutely no replay value - once you beat all the levels, all you'll want to do is leave the window open until any
remaining trading cards you haven't picked up yet pop, and after that you'll never play it again.

Overall, not something I can really recommend. If they added achievements, I'd probably recommend the game as an
easy 100%, but the game itself is a resounding meh. Not the worst thing I've ever played, it's even mildly enjoyable for
a single sitting, but it's very forgettable. 3\/10
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